YOUR PROFESSIONAL
MOVERS
A STAR TRANSPORTATION & SERVICES
MR KELVIN OH, Director

Logistics companies have always
played an essential role in facilitating
the relocation of urban dwellers. A
Star Transportation, founded by Mr
Kelvin Oh, has provided professional
relocation services for households and
offices since its inception in 2010.

As a seasoned trade veteran of more
than two decades, Mr Oh originally
worked alongside his brother within
the industry before founding A Star
Transportation on his own. Initially,
Mr Oh faced manpower challenges,
having to manage all business aspects
himself. Luckily with the support of his
wife helping with admin and website
duties, along with two long-term staff
members, A Star Transportation soon
gained traction within the industry.
The company places an emphasis on
providing a highly personalised and
worry-free experience for today’s more
discerning clients. With main services
catering towards residential relocation,
A Star Transportation also caters
towards office, warehouse and factory
relocation with professional contract
delivery. This includes the safe shipping
of pianos and other large instruments,
all in a timely manner. Having its own
warehouse space also allows A Start
Transportation to provide storage and
disposal services for a full suite of
complementary services.

Block 402, Admiralty Link, #14-28,
Singapore 750402
T: (65) 6756 2588
E: enquiries@astartransport.com.sg
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A
Star
Transportation
values
transparency in operations, providing
free quotations with inspection onsite, and no hidden or additional
charges. In maintaining full disclosure
during the move, Mr Oh and his
team freely communicate with
clients to keep them apprised and
assured. The tight-knit, veteran team
work in tandem to bring clients an
easy moving experience.
A Star Transportation’s expertise
really shone through the moving of
a 3-room HDB flat, where the large
number of antiques required special
care and attention to detail. Taking
a little longer for the move, the team
ensured the safe arrival of all antiques,
making sure that none of the antiques
were stacked or damaged during the

move. With the team’s commitment to
excellence, A Star Transportation now
gains most of its new clientele from
word of mouth along with its website
and other online avenues.
As Mr Oh notes, “the bigger the
operations, the more pressure there
is”. The founder stresses that company
growth has to be well-managed
alongside current operations. As
such, A Star Transportation is taking
expansion step by step, consolidating
efforts on stabilising operations
within Singapore and Singapore-based
moves. With A Star’s commitment
to personalised relocation services
alongside Mr Oh’s slow and steady
approach to expansion, the company
is sure to overcome future challenges
and continue to thrive.

